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J-Day we had!

Great 

performances 
from the finalists for the stage and 
close up competitions, fantastic 
lecturers and performers with, 
as always, a great atmosphere of 
sharing. The dealers were willing 
to help  you too and were busy 
giving advice as well as showing 
and selling their wares!

This was like an overture to the Convention season! J-Day in October 
was swiftly followed by  International Magic’s London convention 
weekend and we have full coverage of both inside this issue of 
‘Secrets’.

In February some will be heading to Blackpool for the world’s largest 
convention - over 3000 people expected and a weekend of bigger and 
better events every year. Headlining this time are:  YMC’s favourite, 
Jeff McBride, Jay Sankey, Wayne Dobson, Mel Mellers and Peter 
Moretti who will be performing part of the act of his famous father, 
Hans Moretti. If you don’t know the name, check out YouTube and the 
cardboard box illusion! There will also be a special performance from 
Hungary’s ‘Attraction Shadow Theatre’ as seen on BGT! 

If you are not able to make Blackpool, then March heralds the South 
Tyneside Convention, another weekend of fabulous lectures and 
performances. Full details on page five.

Whilst at the International Magic Convention I met the most 
extraordinary man. Mahdi Gilbert was born without hands and 
shortened arms.  Although vertically challenged too, he was very 
well received when he performed during the Festival of Magic. His 
amazing ability with a deck of cards was even more outstanding 
when you learn that he taught himself magic only eight years ago.  
He is pictured in the Convention article on page six but visit YouTube 
too.

Now all it leaves is for me to wish you a great Christmas season and 
hope that 2014 is going to be an especially memorable one for you - 
have a magical time!
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A Perfect Gift 
A special Christmas offer from ex-YMC 
member Chris Harding

Are you struggling to find that perfect gift for the person 
who “has it all” already?

Why not get them a one-of-a-kind gift of a personalised 
deck of cards in a bottle? Each deck of cards will be 
enscribed with a special message of your choice 
(character limits apply) and this will be written on the 
deck, UNDER the cellophane so that it looks even 
better when it is inside the bottle!

The product on offer here is a Bicycle BRIDGE sized 
deck inside a round, solid glass bottle with a cork in the 
top. For a limited time these are being offered for just 
£20.00 each plus postage!

To place an order contact: chris@chris-harding.co.uk 
with your personalisation clearly stated. Select bottle 
style - TALL or SHORT. To guarantee delivery before 
Christmas please send your order in by the second 

week of December at the latest!

A friend of mine works in a 
charity shop.  Recently, she 
said to me “Is this of any use 
to you?” and passed me a copy 
of a magazine which had been 
handed in amongst lots of (she 
said) worthless non-magic magazines.  It was “The 
Magic Wand” magazine dated June 1955.  I told her 
that it was worth a read - and it certainly was!  Edited 
by George Armstrong, it contained more than twenty 
different tricks of a wide variety although, it has to be 
said, with a bias towards card magic.

As well as cards there was a children’s party trick, two 
mentalism effects, some coin routines and even a full 
sized stage illusion.  There was also a brand “new” 
handling of “Out Of This World”!  At almost sixty years 
old it made me think of the phrase “so old it is new.”  
This refers to long-lost magic tricks that have been 
forgotten so, if performed now, would appear to be 
brand new!

Most of you like to send your £19.95 off for the 
newest trick from your favourite dealer, including 
full instructions and routine on DVD, but there is 
so much available from old books and magazines 
just waiting to be rediscovered.  Magic books and 
magazines often turn up in magic sales and in high-
street second-hand book shops - often they are very 
cheap.  In magic auctions, whole piles of old magazines 
are often bundled together and sell at a very low price.  
Sometimes I am even given a pile of magazines to pass 
on to YMC members at our workshops.

Some of you will probably receive the latest trick as a 
Christmas present this year but, if you want to do some 
magic that no-one else is doing, I highly recommend 
plunging the depths of old publications.  There will 
always be some items that would not be appropriate for 
performance in this day and age – the magazine I was 
given included quite a lot of routines using cigarettes, 
for example - but there is a treasure trove of magic out 
there, so old that it is new.  I urge you to explore and 
wish you all a very happy Christmas!

Kevin’sKorner

Kevin Doig Chairman



YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2014
 25th January 2014 * 5th April 2014 19th July 2014 * 29th November 2014 *

 15th February 2014 17th May 2014 * 20th September 2014 *

 8th March 2014 * 21st June 2014 Sunday 26th October 2014 (J-Day)

NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.

For members only.  Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day.  Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at 
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).  Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck 
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day.  Please note: you must register in advance 
each time and receive confirmation.  Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net
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IT’S MAGIC IN SOUTH TYNESIDE!
For those who complain that everything magical happens in the South - well you are right! However 14th - 16th March we are talking about the South of the North - South Tyneside!
Once again there will be a super magic weekend convention with some of the top international stars you really shouldn’t miss! This is a very friendly convention where you get a chance to spend quality time with some of the great names.
This year’s line up includes The Evasons who are considered one of the best mind reading teams in the world. Gentleman Jack, aka John Lovick, is a fine close up and stage performer from the Magic Castle. One of the founders of the Young Magicians Club, Anthony Owen is now Head of Magic at Objective Productions (and is responsible for all the great TV magic series including Help! My Supply Teacher is Still A Magician and The Real Hustle. He will be lecturing during the weekend alongside other contributors - ex-YMC members Andi Gladwin and Ed Hilsum!  Guy Barrett, Morgan and West, John Kimmons and more will be lecturing, performing and having a great time! So make sure you are there too! Last year saw many current and past YMC members among the registrants so don’t miss out! Contact events@southtyneside.gov.uk for more details and to book your tickets!

from left to right:

Ed Hilsum, Kimmo, 

Rod Laver & 
Mark Setteducati.
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INTERNATIONAL
MAGIC
WEEKEND
A	 fabulous	 line-up	 of	 events	 and	 performers,	 a	 whole	 week	 of	 magic	 festival	 in	 London,	 plus	 the 
weekend	convention	organised	by	Noel	Britten	and	 the	MacMillan	 family	 -	where	 to	begin?	 I	 am	 just	
highlighting	a	taster	of	the	weekend,	including	the	Gala	Show.	

Friday	night	 saw	a	show	by	 the	Fat	Brothers,	 three	 top	flight	 close	up	entertainers	with	very	differing	
styles.	Christian	Engblom,	Miguel	Angel	Gea	and	Dani	DaOrtiz	were	amazing	and	people	were	particularly	
blown	away	when	Christian’s	Card	to	Pocket	routine	ended	with	the	disappearance	of	the	pocket!

The	Close	Up	Competition	enthralled	everyone	-	the	winners	were:	1st	Mario	Lopez	(Spain)		2nd	Patrick	
Lehnan	(Germany)	and	3rd	Peter	Woerde	(Netherlands).	Awards	of	merit	went	to:	Isidor	Olsbjork	(Sweden)	
Jon	Armstrong	(USA)	and	Adrian	Vega	(Spain).

There	were	 lectures	all	weekend	from	John	Carney,	Dani	DaOrtiz,	Patrick	Kuffs,	Christian	Bischoff,	Sos 
and	Victoria	and	many	more.	The	dealer	hall	was	packed	too!

The	Berglas	International	Award	went	to	Lu	Chen	from	Taiwan.	The	Q	&	A	session	was	fascinating	as	we	
learned	how	he’d	become	an	all-round	performer,	working	to	a	billion	people!

The	Gala	Show	was	outstanding,	hosted	by	the	warm	and	welcoming	Noel	Britten!	Mike	Chao	opened	
with	his	impeccable	manipulations;	Christian	Bishchoff	showed	us	some	elegant	mentalism;	Paul	Zenon	
had	us	laughing	at	his	wise-cracking	humour	and	use	of	classics	such	as	Knife	Through	Jacket;	Sos	and	
Victoria’s	quick-change	act	was	vibrant;	Miguel	Segura	performed	an	incredible	combination	of	contact	
juggling	and	-	water!	Katrin		drew	elaborate	scenes	using	a	tray	of	sand	and	her	hands;	Rob	Zabrecky	was	
side-splitting	with	his	sense	of	the	macabre;	and	Charlie	Frye	and	Company	closed	the	show	with	their	
fast-paced	brand	of		juggling	and	comedy	which	heralded	the	end	of	another	inspiring	International	Magic	
Weekend!

David Berglas interviews Lu Chen Lu Chen

Noel BrittenSos & Victoria

Miguel
Angel

Gea

David Berglas awards Lu Chen
the Berglas International Award

Words & Photos:
Mandy Davis
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Mahdi
Gilbert

Christian 
Engblom

Dani 
DaOrtiz

Mike 
Chao

Miguel 
Segura:
Agua

Paul 
Zenon

Charlie 
Frye & 
Co.

Christian
Bischof

Left & 
Below:
Katrin

Charlie Frye & Company

Rob Zabrecky
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Clemens Ilgner
shares...

the main beats in a sleight. After you have 
found the beats, you can start to practise by 
executing each beat of the sleight exactly 
to a beat of the metronome. The American 
magician Roy Benson gave us an example 
in his marvellous bowl routine that he 
published in the Phoenix issue No. 156.

In music this action would be performed to 
four beats. The first beat would be as you 
draw the ball from the left hand with the 
right fingers. The second beat would come 
when you grasp the end of the wand. The 
third when you tap your closed left hand 
with the end of the wand, the fourth when 
you tap the bottom of the bowl.

Training sleights:
With the same method you can also 
practise other sleights. It is important that 

Timing Is Everything
& Orange Juice 

Timing Is Everything

The invention of the metronome in the 
19th century helped composers to define 
the absolute tempo of their works. 

Musicians all over the world use the 
metronome to train a steady tempo and to 
improve their sense of timing. The working 
is rather simple. It produces metrical beats 
that are settable in beats per minute. If you 
set the metronome on forty it will produce 
forty beats in one minute. Today there 
are a lot of different types on the market. 
You will even find free versions for smart 
phones.

During my studies as a musician, and 
even now, I have practised daily with a 
metronome and I figured out that I can 
use it for timing lessons in magic as 
well. Often we have rhythmic sequences 
in magic sleights. In false counts, fake 
transfers or even in shuffling cards, we 
can use the metronome to train better 
timing. Or we can start to practise a new 
sleight in a very slow tempo. Step by step 
the metronome helps us to increase the 
speed of the move. It is important to find 

Clemens Ilgner is a musician in one of Germany’s 
foremost orchestras. Having studied both magic and 
music as a child he found a unique way of incorporating 
the essentials of music in his magic practice has helped 
him to achieve award-winning status in both. Here he 
shares a simple lesson that has worked well for him in 
performance - and a trick!
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WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Ask a spectator to join you on stage. Talk 
about magic in general to introduce the 
lecture notes (or your chosen object with 
the force words on it). Scroll through it 
slowly and say something like “Isn’t that 
interesting?“. During those words you stop 
for a moment by the page with the force 
words. Say: “This is especially interesting!“ 
Go on in your presentation until you offer 
your spectator a drink. Now ask him for his 
wish and he will tell you orange juice. Then 
reach into your inside pocket and produce 
the glass of orange juice by uncapping it. 

Preparation for the glass:

You need a glass that fits easily into your 
inner jacket pocket. Cut a piece of foam 
rubber (1cm thick) that is a little larger 
than the inner diameter of the rim of the 
glass. Glue this on a thick plastic foil. A 
rubber cord with a safety pin prevents the 
gimmick falling out of your jacket.

Fill the glass with orange juice and seal it 
with the gimmick. Plug it into your pocket. 
The safety pin is mounted to the inside 
of your jacket. When demonstrating, 
your hand grabs the glass and the thumb 
pushes the gimmick upwards. Though the 
rubber cord allows the gimmick to hang 
freely in the jacket, it does not interfere 
with the removal of the glass.

you find the beats and the right tempo for 
a sleight. Sometimes it could help to start 
very slowly and to increase the tempo step 
by step. In the chart below you can find 
ideas how to divide sleights in beats.

Sleight 
Beat

1st Beat 2nd Beat 3rd Beat 4th Beat

Benson 
Fake 

Transfer

Put the ball
on the palm

Left fingers 
close

hand goes to 
the wand

right hand 
takes the 

wand

Odd 
Ropes

Takes the
first rope 
(middle)

Change the 
first one 
with the 

short and 
long ropes

Take the 
third rope 
(same as 
the first)

Elmsley 
Count

Take the
top card
into the 

right hand

Push the 
next two 

cards into 
the right 

hand

Take the third 
card

Take the 
fourth card 
(same as 
the first)

Orange Juice 

EFFECT:
A spectator (almost) freely selects a drink. 
You reach into your jacket and produce a 
glass with exactly this drink.

APPARATUS:
You need an object on which you can 
secretly print the phrase: ‘Please choose 
orange juice’ (or another drink). Write it 
so that only the spectator can read it and 
not the audience! In my act I use some old 
lecture notes. In the middle of that book I 
glued a large paper with the force-phrase 
on it. In your inside jacket pocket you have 
a glass of orange juice, that is secretly 
closed by a special made cover.
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WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Although the method used is a simple one, it is 
very effective.

Pick up the padlock and folded envelope impaled 
on it. Explain that inside is a £5.00 note. Ask one 
or two spectators to try and open the padlock by 
hand, proving it’s locked

Ask two more spectators to assist you. Pick up 
the envelope and open the flap which allows the 
three keys to slide out onto the table or into a 
clear glass bowl. Casually flash the inside of the 
envelope showing it is empty.

Pick up the keys and drop them inside the same 
empty compartment. “Only one of these keys will 
open the padlock,” you say, “so it is a matter of 
‘financial security’ at its very best!”

Holding the envelope you ask the two spectators, 
one at a time, to reach inside the envelope and 
remove a key. Both do so, leaving one  key 
behind. The first spectator tries to open the lock 

but without success. Whilst the second 
spectator is trying the lock, you 

casually hold the envelope to the 
side and, while all eyes are on 

the spectator’s actions, simply 
reverse it.

You now approach a third 
spectator, saying “One key 
left, rejected. Kindly try to 
open the padlock on my 

behalf remembering, if the 
envelope is released and 

opened, the £5.00 note will be 
mine.”

The padlock is successfully opened, the 
envelope removed and opened, and the £5.00 
note is displayed to all!

EFFECT:
You display a padlock which secures a small 
brown envelope that contains £5.00 to be 
won by the person who opens the lock. 

Three small padlock keys are now shown, 
two spectators freely selecting one each and 
asked to open the padlock but fail. The last 
remaining key, left to you, is inserted into the 
lock and opens it. The audience see that inside 
is a genuine £5.00 note which you win.

APPARATUS:
A small cheap padlock. These are obtainable 
at pound shops, usually three to a card. This 
means that additional keys, which are required, 
are also available..

Three other keys are also required. These must 
not open the original padlock.

A special envelope: made from two identical 
ones, glued back to back.

A small pay envelope into which 
a folded £5.00 note (or a 
higher valued note if wished) 
is inserted. The envelope is 
sealed, then folded in half. A 
hole is punctured towards a 
corner of the folded envelope.

SET-UP:
 
Lock the padlock onto the 
folded envelope containing the 
£5.00 note. Place the correct key 
inside one side of the special envelope. 
Close the flap, but don’t seal it.

Place the other three incorrect keys into the 
other side. Close the flap and keep this side of 
the envelope facing upwards.

FINANCIAL SECURITY
TRICK 

by Ian Adair
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J-DAY
Every ticket was sold for J-Day once again 
this year and the excited members of YMC 
poured into the building, rushing up the stairs 
to see the dealers’ room which held Kaymar 
Magic, Angelo Carbone’s stand and some of 
the top people from Marvin’s Magic who were 
selling there too. In the club room downstairs 
the Astras had their very colourful tables too 
- all seemed surrounded during the breaks in 
events, not that there were many!

After his welcome Chairman Kevin introduced 
the extraordinary inventor, Angelo Carbone, 
who gave us the first lecture.  Angelo has 
come up with amazing ideas for both Tenyo 
and Fantasma Magic but here he focussed on 
some marvellous do-it-yourself apparatus.

We saw a magical, yet simple, appearance of 
a tee shirt under Angelo’s open short-sleeved 
shirt,  a large die which confused us with its 
increasing numbers of spots; and a fortune 
teller game, like the ones used in school 
playgrounds, made out of paper and crayon. 
A trick with two baskets followed, where the 
contents seemingly changed places, and  
Angelo also explained a trick used on TV 
some time ago where a ring vanished and 
appeared in a box on a teddy bear’s lap. A strip 
of paper with the word ‘woman’ was torn and 
restored and, finally, we witnessed a Matrix 
effect with giant cards and bottle caps. There 
was so much to make and use in this lecture 
that the theatre was buzzing afterwards. 

A Sell Out!
Close-up winner:

Joe Oyelade

William Tibballs: Winner of Peter McCahon Originality Award and Home Counties Trophy.

Kevin Doig Kevin Doig

Angelo
Carbone

Angelo
Carbone

Angelo
Carbone

Words: Mandy Davis
Photos: Mark Hesketh-Jennings
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Daniel 
Kramer

Daniel 
Kramer

Fred Davies

Callum 
McClure

Lewis Joss

Fletcher
Ransberry

2nd Place Stage: 
Fletcher Ransberry

Lewis
Joss

Roman 
Armstrong

1st Place Kaymar Komedy Kup 
and 3rd Place Close-Up:
Roman Armstrong

2nd Place Close-Up:
Callum McClure

Fred 
Davies

The annual Close Up Competition, sponsored by 
Mark Leveridge,  was very entertaining indeed. 
Daniel Kramer opened with a silent trick using 
a piece of string, then two card tricks followed, 
one working with a drawing of a cartoon figure 
and his sad ending in spite of finding the right 
selection.

Fred Davies also worked with cards which 
appeared in seemingly impossible locations. He 
also demonstrated various shuffles and ended 
with a shuffled suit now in its correct order. A 
final trick had the corner of a chosen card found 
inside a freely selected chocolate cake!

Callum McClure thoroughly deserved his 
second place as he romped through some 
incredibly difficult coin work which ended with 
the coins vanishing into a deck of cards. His 
Ambitious Card effect was fun, showing his great 
personality. Some more card work and then the 
act finished very nicely with the reappearance of 
the coins from under the spread deck.

Lewis Joss was brilliantly confident, making 
lots of noise and out to have fun with another 
Ambitious Card scenario which, this time, 
included Card in Wallet and Card in Mouth 
both with some nices touches. He ended with a 
version of Professor’s Nightmare.

Fletcher Ransberry started with the classic 
Professor’s Nightmare! He continued with the 
appearance of a full sized golf club to get the 
name of a chosen card! Card in Banana followed 
and the whole act was sprinkled with well 
pointed gags that only Fletcher could deliver in 
a J-Day competition.

Roman Armstrong came third in this hard fought 
contest. He indicated that he didn’t have his 
glasses on and produced an enormous contact 
lens seemingly from his eye before his glasses 
also magically appeared and he could continue. 
A fun routine with a blank deck followed, this 
eventually changing to a printed one in a very 
smooth move and a folded card changed to 
being the signed selection for a neat ending. 
Roman won both third place and the Kaymar 
Komedy Kup.

The final act was Joe Oyelade who bounced 
into view and enraptured the audience with his 
laid back, friendly style. With an upbeat poem 
about his granddad, he performed some great 
coin magic and followed this with some equally 
accomplished card effects. He ended with a very 
nice Cards Across and deserved his first place  
in this hard-fought competition.
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Joe
Oyelade

Fletcher
Ransberry

Jay Borthwick

3rd Place Stage:
Jay Borthwick

1st Place Close-Up:
Joe Oyelade

Jamie
Longcake

Jamie
Longcake

William
Tibballs

Elizabeth
Rogan

Elizabeth
Rogan

William
Tibballs

Leon Thomson

After lunch the Stage competition opened 
with Fletcher Ransberry dressed, for some 
unknown reason, in a guard’s red tunic. He 
performed a short Pom Pom Stick routine and 
had great confidence, and well appointed jokes, 
throughout the act. He continued with a ‘card to 
credit card wallet’ routine, using two spectators, 
plus Drink in News. Fletcher came second in the 
competition.

Jay Borthwick  came bursting onto the stage 
from the back of the auditorium and danced his 
way vigorously and competently through some 
great music and tricks. An appearing wand, 
Broom through Body and a big silk from his hat 
were all part of his choreography. He used a box 
to stand on to point some of the effects, such as 
balloon swallowing and included Linking Rings 
and robotics in this lively and quirky act which 
received third place.

Jamie Longcake also came through the 
auditorium to make his entrance - as a vampire! 
With a  vanishing cane, and stalk to rose, he then 
looked for a victim to help him with a book test. 
Hindu Thread was performed very neatly and he 
ended the act with the appearance of the cane 
he had vanished right at the outset.

Leon Thomson went the mentalism route. 
Dressed casually he did one routine involving 
choices of chair and followed this with a 
Magic Square. I was particular taken with 
his presentation of a brick to throw into the 
audience to select volunteers. He really made it 
appear heavy, even with suitable sound effects. 
For a lay audience, unfamiliar with rubber bricks, 
this would be very convincing!

The last act was William Tibballs who took 
on the character of an old fashioned school 
teacher with a register of funny names based 
on people present in the audience. He produced 
a cane and put a spectator in the ‘corner’ with 
a dunce’s hat. His tricks covered English and 
Maths lessons, with one word found on a card 
in his wallet, and a card trick which ended with 
the name of the selection being found inside 
the dunce’s hat. William’s good command of the 
stage earned him the Peter McCahon Originality 
prize, presented by Roy Marsh, and first place, 
The Home Counties Trophy!

We were then treated to a reprise from last 
year’s winner, Elizabeth Rogan, who opened 
with Five Diminishing Card Repeat, then Torn 
and Restored Newspaper, torn toilet paper to 
mouth coil, and Hindu Thread using the string 
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of a balloon.
An Audience with Marvin Berglas 
continued the 25 Years of Marvin’s Magic 
celebrations. BBC broadcaster Brian Sibley 
once again did a super interview with 
Marvin which mirrored the last issue of Secrets 
so I won’t repeat the details here. Check back 
to your October issue for the full story which 
was, on this occasion, illustrated with more 
photos on the big screen. We were also 
delighted to have past YMC member Sacha 
Johnstone, who works for Marvin’s Magic, 
show us how demonstrators would perform 
Dynamic Coins in the stores. The session 
ended with an enormous birthday cake for the 
celebration and everyone sang and enjoyed the 
cake during the break.

The final lecture of the day came from Steve 
Evans  who is a very funny man. He introduced 
himself by saying he was not a teacher – as he 
has a first name! He’s a celebrated magician 
from Wolverhampton and he explained a 
version of Any Card At Any Number. He 
continued with his Instant Card Expert tutorial 
which included a four of a kind ensemble, the 
slop shuffle and the use of a thick card. The 
laughter was almost continuous and the advice 
priceless.

The awards, already mentioned, were presented 
by President of YMC, also President of The 
Magic Circle, Jack Delvin and the Member of the 
Year trophy went to Elizabeth Rogan. 

Then on to the Gala Show! Rob Page was the 
compere and introduced L’Homme Magique 
with a spoof dove act that actually produced a 
lot of rubber chickens! David Weeks followed 
with a restored newspaper, appearing giant 
wand from a bag which repeatedly changed 
colours, a slick egg bag routine and an excellent 
Coins in Glass.

Marvin Berglas gave a rare performance and 
opened with some word puzzle fun  before 
a card trick with a torn corner selection. He 
continued with Tossed Out Deck, a barcode  
and animal prediction, and more cards, this time 
with numbered selections.

The show finished with some great fun from 
Young & Strange - a cardboard sword box 
illusion, some fun with the silk to egg trick and 
an illusion with a showgirl assistant.

The whole day was amazing and Kevin deserves 
your praise for, once again, giving members so 
much to enjoy.

Marvin
Berglas

Marvin
Berglas

Brian 
Sibley

Rob Page

Steve 
Evans

David 
Weeks

L’Homme
Magique

Young & 
Strange

Young & 
Strange

L’Homme
Magique

David 
Weeks

Steve 
Evans
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MEMBER PROFILE:

Matthew Courick

Age:	16.

Current Home:

Exmouth,	Devon.

Joined The Young

Magicians Club? 

1st	November	2012.

Hobbies apart from magic?

Drama,	snooker	and	youth	
leading	.

Favourite magic book?

The	Expert	at	the	Card	Table	
by	S.	W.	Erdnase.

Favourite magic DVD?

Dynamo:	Magician	
Impossible.

Favourite Non-Magic

Book? Secret	Believers	
by	Brother	Andrew	&	Al	
Janssen.

Favourite Film?

The	Hangover.

Favourite Magicians?

Dynamo,	Penn	and	Teller,	
Lance	Burton,	David	
Copperfield,	Derren	Brown	
and	Dai	Vernon.

What kind of Magic do you 
enjoy the most? Close	Up	
magic.

What do you like most 
about Secrets? The	tips	
on	how	to	improve	your	
performance.

Strongest non-magical

performing influences?

My	family	and	my	youth	
group.

Strongest magical

influences?	My	mate	Henry.

What is your favourite magic

on TV?

Penn	and	Teller:	Fool	Us.

Which magician would you most 
like to be and why?

Dynamo	as	he	has	made	magic	
cool	again	and	is	the	reason	I	
decided	to	practise	and	get	into	
the	art	of	magic.

If you had your own TV chat 
show and could interview any 
three people - real or fictitious, 
dead or alive - who would they 
be?

Dai	Vernon,	so	I	could	see	
the	legendary	professor	live;	
Dynamo	so	I	could	meet	
my	favourite	magician	and	
Michael	Vincent	as	both	his	
performances	on	Penn	and	
Teller:	Fool	Us,	were	amazing 
and	his	work	inspires	me.

Top tip for getting into 
magic? Keep	going,	no	matter	
what	people	say,	but	only	
perform	a	trick	if	you’ve	practised	
it	thoroughly.

Some people I would like to 
thank in magic for either their 
help or encouragement?

My	family,	my	best	friends	and	
the	Hargreaves	for	getting	me	
my	first	bookings!



Tricks get you somewhere, whether it’s dealing with people 
or places. It all started when I saw someone at a stall, in a 
theme park, making objects fly around his body (to you, that’s 

Floating Bill and Humming Bird card). Images of becoming someone 
immensely powerful flashed through my mind. I was ready to sell my 
soul to get into this!

Like a junkie I developed an insatiable appetite for buying new goods 
(mostly from online dealers). The time came for me to unveil my first trick, 
which was Coins Across, and I did it for a small group at school. When I 
finished one of them turned away and said, “That was c..p” Fast forward 
a few years, and a lot of practice, and I had that same boy begging 
for a performance every time. 

Students popped their heads up whenever I walked past their classrooms 
and I couldn’t go anywhere without being stopped in corridors. I even 
had the teachers hooked - although the cooks didn’t like me much 
because I was forever bending their spoons and broke about fifty of 
them in total!

I had something special other than good looks. OK, I’m arrogant and 
I can’t help it. I remember first walking into YMC, asking Mandy if we 
sign in here at this desk.  She replied, “Yes....  And we leave our egos 
outside the door!.”  I have always had an arrogant aura which I can’t 
shake off. Enter Nyro, my alter-ego. He’s the ‘black’ clown (pictured top 

right) He’s not very funny, and 
his cousin always asks him why 
he’s so serious, but I have him 
because he allows people 
to take my interaction with a 
pinch of salt so that, at times, 
I can get away with murder 
because it wasn’t apparently 
me.

With a self-styled menu of 
mystery mechanics, and 
a desire to cook it up for 
the bored and hungry, 
I suddenly found myself 
going international: from the 
countryside of India, where 
I was waiting for the first 
person to shout “witch” and 

burn me at the stake  - I 
don’t do myself any favours 
with a dancing voodoo doll 
in my hand - to a high class 
charity event in Geneva with 
a circus of freaks (I sat next 
to a seven foot ‘giant’ on the 
aeroplane). Yet I am a  semi-
professional.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?              Nicholas Prinse MMC
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Why do I sit all day behind a 
desk when I can get paid to 
party, earn the same amount 
or more and work fewer hours 
doing something I love? 
Because apparently I need 
a “real” job (I’m a project 
manager in a renewable 
energy company). 

Enough about me, let me 
give you some advice from 
someone who is out there 
doing it:

Only perform tricks which get 
great reactions (i.e. visual, 
clean, seemingly impromptu 
and with  minimal props)

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?              Nicholas Prinse MMC

Keep a record (video logs 
and notes of everything worth 
remembering). Practise regularly 
on people to better yourself (e.g. 
reduce nerves) and the effects. 
Develop your image/style and 
support it with business cards 
and a website to get the gigs. 
Charge to fund your hobby/
profession (do not do anything 
for free)

Whatever you do, don’t fall out 
of love with magic. Magic not 
only has the potential to turn 
enemies into friends, boys/girls 
into boyfriends/girlfriends and 
business people into business 
partners; but when people look 
at you with wonder, it also has 
the potential to make you feel 
more than human. 

Now go and make jaws drop 
and faces melt.
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F
or the past two years, I have been sharing 

my best insights about how to become an 

excellent magic performer. I have suggested 

that the essential ingredients are deceptive 

methods, engaging presentations and good words. 

And I have argued that these all come to be effective 

through practice, memorisation and rehearsal.

Let’s assume that you have absorbed these lessons. 

Are you completely set now to perform your magic 

for others? Not quite. There is one further thing I 

need to counsel you about - and that is how to deal 

with feedback.

Usually, when magicians imagine performing a piece 

or a show, they fantasize about the audience’s wild 

applause, perhaps even a raucous standing ovation. 

This strong appreciation can, and sometimes 

does, happen but, even on your best night, there is 

something else that often occurs and we must learn 

to deal with it. One or more people in the audience 

will feel compelled to share negative feedback on 

your performance, either privately or publicly.

This is very difficult! There you are: you have just 

finished your performance, you are feeling great 

(and relieved) and suddenly, unexpectedly, you have 

to deal with someone’s “criticism.” In this age of 

social media they may even Facebook, or “tweet”, 

MUSINGS
OF A
MAGIC 
TEACHER
Picture:
Dr Larry Hass.

their comments for everyone to see.

Have I mentioned recently how much courage it 

takes to be a public performer or speaker? It takes 

extraordinary courage, and character, and I applaud 

you for it! But it also requires some skill in learning 

how to deal with the comments and criticisms that 

naturally will come your way. The key, essential 

thing here is to consider the source.

Trust me: when Max Maven, Eugene Burger, 

Jeff McBride or Teller give me feedback on a 

performance, I listen very, very closely. These 

people are masters of magic. It doesn’t matter if I 

am tired or even have to reset for my next show. I 

set everything else aside and listen attentively. 

When they have positive things to say I let myself 

feel great and appreciate the time they are taking 

with me. When they have suggestions, or questions 

about my artistic choices, I do my very best to not be 

defensive, say very little, and thank them profusely. 

Indeed, receiving “notes” for improvement by a 

master is an extraordinary gift.

I recommend that you also adopt this open, receptive 

attitude with your magic teachers and loving friends 

who want nothing but your success. These people 

will always help you improve; feedback from them 

should be sought out and carefully considered (not 
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necessarily accepted, but considered).

When critical feedback doesn’t come from masters, 

teachers, or loving friends, then I advise you to be 

extremely wary of it. Why? Because you have no 

idea where that feedback is really “coming from.”

Ask yourself: what kind of person - be it a total 

stranger, a “magician,” an acquaintance or even 

a so-called “friend”- would feel free to come up 

after a performance and impose their uninvited 

criticism upon you? Such a person is either boorish, 

insensitive, envious or insecure about their own 

work, trying to show they know more than you or 

just trying to spoil your good feeling. Indeed, there 

are a lot of “spoilers” in the world. In these cases, 

I encourage you to listen and thank them - you 

sometimes hear helpful things - but always take it 

with a major grain of salt because uninvited criticism 

is much less about you than the person who is 

giving it.

What about general public criticism? Online reviews, 

Facebook posts, tweets and other negative stuff in 

the blogosphere? Well, I don’t have to tell you: we 

live in a time when people can put critical, nasty and 

even hateful words into public space with the press 

of a “send.” And there are a lot of unhappy people 

in the world who take pleasure in tearing things 

down in public forums rather than expressing their 

enthusiastic appreciation. Indeed, how many times 

at a magic convention, or at the magic club, have 

you seen people sit around and “blamestorm” about 

the performance they just saw?

There is not too much you can do about general 

negativity, or public hate, except to “try and rise 

above it.” In circumstances, when someone else 

is the object of such criticism, you can resist the 

negative drift by directly telling people to stop it or 

by stressing the good things you saw. But, when you 

are the target, absolutely do not answer it because 

doing so rewards the haters and gives them more 

ammunition for their next post.

This doesn’t mean it won’t hurt. I call these 

impersonal critics “spiders” because they love to 

bite you and inject you with their venom. Spider 

venom absolutely does hurt; it can make you sick 

inside and it always takes time to metabolise; but 

I promise: it will eventually metabolise, especially 

if you talk about your spider bite with trusted, 

compassionate friends. 

Teachers, critics, spoilers, and spiders: as you 

perform magic, you will receive feedback from all 

of them. What is essential, for your growth as a 

performer, is that you learn to recognize which is 

which and respond appropriately. Everything about 

performing gets easier when develop this skill!

Homework

1. Make a list of your trusted teachers and loving 

friends. Think of a time when one of them gave you 

constructive comments to improve something in 

your work. Remember how good receiving this kind 

of feedback felt.

2. Think of a time you received uninvited criticism 

from someone after a performance. How did you 

react in that moment? In retrospect, were they a 

boor, a spoiler or a spider?

3. Think about your own behavior in relation to other 

magicians. Do you give uninvited advice to others? 

Do you sit around with others and “blame-storm” 

after a show? What might you do differently next 

time?
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WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Display the deck by quickly fanning it, back 
and front, and make sure the top card is not 
exposed whilst doing this. By all means false 
shuffle the cards, if preferred, retaining the top 
card in its original position.

Square up the cards and rest the deck face 
down on the table. Ask a spectator to cut the 
deck anywhere wished and make a point 
of emphasising the fact that this will result 
in revealing the chosen card. The spectator 
cuts the deck. The upper section of cards are 
positioned next to the others. The spectator 
is requested to remove the cut-at card which 
is shown to the audience. Take this card, hold 
it up high and remark “This is the spectator’s 
choice - one from fifty two.”

Immediately place it on top of the upper section 
and not where it originally came from. This 
means it will be positioned next to the eye card; 
the remainder of the deck is placed on top.

Now say “I did tell you that there’s an 
additional card within the deck. I 

also explained that this is my spy 
card. In fact it loves playing that 

favourite game ‘Eye Spy with 
my Little Eye’!”

Finally reverse the deck and 
ribbon-spread it across the 
table surface.

Point to the eye card and say 
“You see, it keeps an eye on all 

the cards but, in particular, the 
one you selected.”

The audience will immediately see that 
the chosen card is positioned next to the eye 
card.
Note:  Simplicity is the keynote here - don’t 
deter from trying this one out.

EFFECT:
You explain that there is an additional card 
within the deck. You further state that it is 
your ‘spy card’, one which is able to find 
chosen cards.
 
A deck is displayed, and squared up, then 
rested on the table surface. A spectator cuts 
the deck anywhere and the cut-at card is 
noted, then replaced within the deck.

When the deck is ribbon-spread, along the 
table, the special card is noticeable - the 
face of the card displays an eye. “You see, 
this special spy card always keeps an eye on 
every card in the deck”, you say.

The card positioned next to this special card 
is the spectator’s chosen one.

APPARATUS:
A regular deck.

A blank-faced card (with 
matching back) which 
displays an eye motif. Use 
a permanent marker pen for 
this or, better still, get into 
websites which offer free 
clip-art pictures. Simply type 
in ‘eye clip-art’.

SET-UP:
Place the eye card on top of the deck.

EYE-SPYTRICK 
by Ian Adair



October 2013Solutions

COMPETITION

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets October ‘13

Congratulations to Tom Elderfield, 
Nicholas Runcie and Fletcher 
Ransberry who correctly answered 
that you have to pay £34.99 for the 
fantastic Marvin’s Magic ‘Freaky 
Body Illusions’ trick.  As a result 
they have each won this cool box 
of tricks.  Well done!  

WHAT DO 
YOU 

WANT 
FOR 

CHRISTMAS?

Email us your magical desires for 

Christmas by the 31st December 2013.  The 

best will receive a prize and be published in 

the next issue. Good luck!

Treasure Island: 

To confuse his enemies the pirate, who 
drew this 
map, made 
one of the 
statements 
false.

Can you
still figure 
out where 
the
treasure
is buried?
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